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**Samar Chatterjee** (1908-86) founded the Children's Little Theatre (CLT) in Calcutta in 1952, and wrote and produced long-running plays for children in Bengali such as *Aban Patua* and *Sat Bhat Champa*. He was well known as a composer of songs in children’s theatre.

**Chhedial Kansyakar** is a writer on the traditional theatre of Varanasi and a teacher of Hindi literature by profession. He is currently a Reader at the Sachchidananda Sinha Mahavidyalaya in Aurangabad, Bihar.

**Samir Mathur** is a member of the Indian Administrative Service currently serving in Chandigarh. Email: samirmathur25@yahoo.com

**Leela Omchery** is a scholar of the traditional music of Kerala, and has published books on the subject including *Abhinaya Sangeetam* and *Keralathile Lasya Ramanakal*. She is a former Professor of Carnatic music at Delhi University. Email: lasyangam@rediffmail.com

**S.A. Veerapandian** is a musicologist who formerly taught physics at Presidency College, Chennai, and is now Principal of Sudarshan Arts and Science College at Perumanad. His publications include *Ancient Music Treasures: Exploration for New Music*. Email: panampandi@yahoo.co.in

**Basavaraj Naikar** is a writer of fiction, drama, and criticism in Kannada who is well known for his play *Jogibhavi*. A teacher by profession, he is now Professor and Chairman of the Department of English at Karnataka University, Dharwad. Email: bsnaikar@yahoo.com

**S.K. Saxena** is an aesthetician and critic of music and dance who was formerly Professor of Philosophy at Delhi University. His book *Hindustani Music and Aesthetics Today* will be shortly published by Sangeet Natak Akademi. Email: sks@cranes.org
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